
 

 

 
Date: May 24, 2018 
Re:  U-Rise in USTYYLIT 
 
Effective immediately you can ONLY enter a U-Rise measurement in USTYYLIT.  The following outlines some 
important info you need to know about this change. 
 

1. When placing a GM order using a previous GM Fit Profile, the U-Rise field will be blank if the trouser 
Fit Profile didn’t previously have a U-Rise.  You will not be able to move past the measurements 
page unless you enter a U-Rise. 
 

2. When you enter a U-Rise you will be prompted to either overwrite the previous fit profile or save it 
as a new Fit Profile.  The choice is up to you, but the previous fit profile will not work anymore 
without a U-Rise, so you might as well just overwrite the previous Fit Profile. 

 
3. You will need to use our U-Rise converters if you are not able to get a U-Rise from your customer’s 

body or a pair of pants for whatever reason.  The converters can be accessed from the resource 
library or directly at http://ustyylit.com/urise  

 
4. With the Rise field gone from the Trouser Fit Profiles now, if you need to see what Rise you used on 

a previous order, you can still see the Rise measurement when you view the measurements page 
from previous orders (view M4U orders).  Then you can input the previous Rise and ½ Seat 
measurements into the U-Rise converter if needed. 

 
5. The most accurate method to specify U-Rise is to measure the Front & Back Rise on a pair of pants 

(laying flat on a table) and then add the two values together.  The total is U-Rise. 
 

6. When measuring for U-Rise on the customer’s body, obviously you do not want to pull the tape up 
too tightly against their body.  If you raise the tape gently until it touches the pant crotch and then 
add ½” this should give you a comfortable result for the customer. 

 
If you have any questions, please reach out to Customer Service. 
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